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💣BuckleUp💣 

 

Barr’s Backtrack 

 

📌Barr: MR must be redacted b/c *ongoing cases* referred by Mueller elsewhere

won’t be affected. 

 

📌Don Jr, Ivanka, Eric & Kush ...tick tock! 

 

📌Jeff Bezos’ Investigator Finds the Saudis Obtained Bezos’ Private Data 

#Pegasus #SaudisAttackUScitizen

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D3CAb1NU4AAXM5Q.jpg

💣BuckleUp2💣 

 

“Looks like a formal criminal probe into the economic ties, interests & conflict of interests between PM

Netanyahu &his cousin Nathan Milikowsky is inevitable.”  

 

“... a complex & troubling picture emerges that requires thorough examination.”
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📌In a destructive decade, why has no one tried to rein in Netanyahu? 

 

📌As Bibi marks 10 years in power in Israel, life for the Palestinians looks bleaker than ever 

 

📌Psycho Alex Jones offers to execute ‘scum’ Rachel Maddow for treason over Mueller reporting😱
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Taxman kept quiet while £8bn fraud helped fund Osama bin Laden 

 

For years a UK gang infiltrated government agencies & funnelled cash to al-Qaeda but the watching

HMRC kept MI5 in the dark 
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Data shows DeVos didn't immediately forgive student loans after court order
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The US will no longer provide foreign assistance to El Salvador, Guatemala & Honduras.  

 

The DOS was directed by Trump to halt aid to the so-called N Triangle countries. 

#TrumpEscalatesMigrantCrisis 

 

‘Her ♥  is not in The Bronx’: AOC’s constituents turn against her
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Zuckerberg says regulators and governments should play a more active role in controlling internet

content.🙄 

 

Biden responds to Flores’ allegation of unwanted touching, kissing: ‘Not once — never — did I believe I

acted inappropriately’ 

 

📌  ♥  Bernie 🙄@LucyFlores
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Pol Handlers With Trump Ties Take Their Elex Playbooks to Africa 

 

Security researcher pleads guilty to hacking into Microsoft & Nintendo 

 

RU’s Military Mission: Creep into Africa 

 

The day NK talks collapsed, Trump passed Kim a note demanding he turn over his nukes
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Chinese Espionage: 

 

China has expanded its espionage efforts considerably over the last 20 years. 

 

Chinese entities conducting espionage include government agencies, the military, state- owned

enterprises (SOEs), private companies/individuals & select universities.
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📌📌China will likely significantly increase its espionage efforts, as they provide a cost-efficient means to

expand the economy, advance research and development, project military power, and meet China’s

stated goal to become a world power.
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Nearly half of China’s espionage efforts target US military & space technologies. Almost 25% of cases

target commercial interests. 

 

Espionage ops have expanded dramatically, increasing in the # of operations, personnel, government and

SOE’s & foreign targets sets.
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📌Current intelligence & information objectives are tied to national defense and economic priorities.  

 

📌China’s espionage activities continue unabated despite a large number of arrests, public exposure, and

most recently, U.S. trade sanctions.
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Jeff Bezos’ Investigator Gavin de Becker Finds the Saudis Obtained the Amazon Chief’s Private Data 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeff-bezos-investigation-finds-the-saudis-obtained-his-private-

information

Bezos Investigation Finds the Saudis Obtained His Private Data
The National Enquirer’s lawyer tried to get me to say there was no hacking.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeff-bezos-investigation-finds-the-saudis-obtained-his-private-information

Jeff Bezos' Investigator Claims Saudi Arabia Behind Leaked Texts 

 

If so, it is a direct attack on an American citizen by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  

 

https://mashable.com/article/jeff-bezos-affair-saudi-government/

Plot twist: Jeff Bezos' affair leak may have been Saudi government attack
An investigator's report says the Saudis hacked the Washington Post owner's phone as retaliation for
coverage.

https://mashable.com/article/jeff-bezos-affair-saudi-government/

National Enquirer Tried to Force Bezos to Say They Didn’t Hack Him 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/gavin-de-becker-national-enquirer-tried-to-force-bezos-to-say-they-

hadnt-hacked-him

National Enquirer Tried to Force Bezos to Say They Didn’t Hack Him
A draft Enquirer contract laid out a trade: no racy photos in exchange for a “no hacking” statement.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/gavin-de-becker-national-enquirer-tried-to-force-bezos-to-say-they-hadnt-hack…

Biden responds to allegation of unwanted touching, kissing: ‘Not once — never — did I believe I acted
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inappropriately’  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/biden-responds-to-allegation-of-unwanted-touching-kissing-

not-once--never--did-i-believe-i-acted-inappropriately/2019/03/31/6b62e67c-53b8-11e9-814f-

e2f46684196e_story.html

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/biden-responds-to-allegation-of-unwanted-touching-kissing-not-once…

 doesn’t seem to mind her mentor Bernie invading her personal space, & putting his hands

on her shoulders, funny that!  

@LucyFlores

@JoeBiden

Our Revolution
@OurRevolution

.@LucyFlores was the 1st candidate Bernie endorsed in his 
campaign. Now she's helping lead the political revolution 
ourrev.us/flores

357 3:23 PM - Sep 30, 2016

165 people are talking about this

🌶MaddogFiles🌶 

 

AG Barr Follow Up Letter re SCO Report Part IV – Mad Dog PAC 

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/attorney-general-barr-follow-up-letter

AG Barr Follow Up Letter re SCO Report Part IV
  Last Friday - two reasons   This Friday - FOUR reasons   In order to have a far more robust understanding
of where we are and what to expect, as it relates to Special Counsel Mueller’s Report. I re…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/attorney-general-barr-follow-up-letter

🌶MaddogFiles🌶  

 

Rafienkian & Alpeteki EDVA March 29/30 Update 

Rafienkian & Alpeteki EDVA March 29/30 Update
  Rafienkian & Alpeteki EDVA -update Full Disclosure there had been a flurry of activity in this case, most of
which slipped my radar. Like many of you, my bandwidth tends to be somewhat  limit…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/rafienkian-alpeteki-edva-march-29-30-update
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https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/rafienkian-alpeteki-edva-march-29-30-update

Barr’s Backtrack 

 

The most important takeaway is that Barr says that the main report must be redacted so that ongoing

cases referred by Mueller elsewhere won’t be affected. 

 

Don Jr, Ivanka, Eric & Kush – put down the champagne & call your attorneys.  

https://patribotics.blog/2019/03/30/barrs-backtrack-a-read-on-the-redactions/

Barr’s Backtrack – A Read on The Redactions
Barr’s Backtrack tells us to expect redactions – and one category should panic Team Trump

https://patribotics.blog/2019/03/30/barrs-backtrack-a-read-on-the-redactions/

“Looks like a formal criminal probe into the economic ties, interests & conflict of interests between PM

Netanyahu &his cousin Nathan Milikowsky is inevitable.”  

 

“... a complex & troubling picture emerges that requires thorough examination.” 

https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/03/israel-benjamin-netanyahu-nathan-milikowsky-

police-elections.html

More money troubles in the Netanyahu family
The financial relationship between Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his multi-millionaire American
cousin Nathan Milikowsky could lead to yet another criminal investigation into the Israeli lead…

https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/03/israel-benjamin-netanyahu-nathan-milikowsky-police-elec…

The utter lack of logic in this statement is stunning...no words.  

 

#Hint: 💰💰💰💰💰💰💰 

Rick Perry
@SecretaryPerry

Russia and China don't give a tinker's-damn about non-
proliferation. We want countries like Saudi Arabia and Jordan to 
develop their civil nuclear programs and technologies with the 
United States so our history of non-proliferation is upheld.

612 2:29 AM - Mar 29, 2019
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308 people are talking about this

🏵Important Thread🏵 

 

Transnational Organized Crime & our Media: 

 

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

So Saudia Arabia asked VICE to help them start a pro-Saudi, 
western-facing media company.wsj.com/articles/saudi…

1,477 7:38 PM - Feb 9, 2019

1,312 people are talking about this

Saudi Arabia Sought Vice’s Help to Build a Media Empire
Saudi Arabia is seeking to build an international media empire to
combat the kingdom’s rivals and remake its image in the West, and it
wsj.com

In a destructive decade, why has no one tried to rein in Netanyahu? 

As Bibi marks 10 years in power in Israel, life for the Palestinians looks bleaker than ever 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/31/destructive-decade-rein-in-netanyahu-israel-

palestinians

In a destructive decade, why has no one tried to rein in Netanyahu?
As Bibi marks 10 years in power in Israel, life for the Palestinians looks bleaker than ever

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/31/destructive-decade-rein-in-netanyahu-israel-palestinians

The US will no longer provide foreign assistance to El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras.  

A DOS spokesperson told The Hill that the agency was directed by Trump to halt aid to the so-called N

Triangle countries. 

#TrumpEscalatesMigrantCrisis 

https://thehill.com/latino/436579-us-halting-aid-to-el-salvador-guatemala-and-honduras

US halting aid to El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras
The United States will no longer provide foreign assistance to El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. 

https://thehill.com/latino/436579-us-halting-aid-to-el-salvador-guatemala-and-honduras

‘Her heart is not in The Bronx’: Ocasio-Cortez’s constituents turn against her 

‘Her heart is not in The Bronx’: Ocasio-Cortez’s constituents turn against her
Amid her zeal to save the world with the Green New Deal, Rep.  Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has  ignored
residents in her own Bronx back yard.

https://nypost.com/2019/03/30/her-heart-is-not-in-the-bronx-aocs-own-district-turns-against-congresswoman/
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https://nypost.com/2019/03/30/her-heart-is-not-in-the-bronx-aocs-own-district-turns-against-

congresswoman/

‼ Important Read‼  

 

Uncovering Chinese Espionage in the US 

A detailed look into how, why, and where Chinese spies are active in the United States 

H/T  

https://thediplomat.com/2018/11/uncovering-chinese-espionage-in-the-us/

@911corlebra777

Uncovering Chinese Espionage in the US
A detailed look into how, why, and where Chinese spies are active in the United States.

https://thediplomat.com/2018/11/uncovering-chinese-espionage-in-the-us/

Taxman kept quiet while £8bn fraud helped fund Osama bin Laden 

For years a UK gang infiltrated government agencies and funnelled cash to al-Qaeda but the watching

HMRC kept MI5 in the dark 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/taxman-kept-quiet-while-8bn-fraud-helped-fund-bin-laden-

gmvj0b7gs

Taxman kept quiet while £8bn fraud helped fund Osama bin Laden
Gangsters have stolen billions of pounds of British taxpayers’ money and used tens of millions to fund
terrorism, according to police and intelligence files.A network of British Asians based in Londo…

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/taxman-kept-quiet-while-8bn-fraud-helped-fund-bin-laden-gmvj0b7gs

Zuckerberg says regulators and governments should play a more active role in controlling internet

content. 

In an op-ed published in the Washington Post, Facebook's chief says the responsibility for monitoring

harmful content is too great for firms alone. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47762091

Facebook calls for government regulation
Mark Zuckerberg writes an open letter calling for new laws to monitor internet content.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47762091

Security researcher pleads guilty to hacking into Microsoft and Nintendo 

https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/28/18286027/microsoft-nintendo-vtech-security-hack-breach-

researcher-guilty

Security researcher pleads guilty to hacking into Microsoft and Nintendo
Zammis Clark, known online as Slipstream or Raylee, was charged on multiple counts of computer misuse
offenses in a London Crown Court on Thursday, and pleaded guilty to hacking into Microsoft and Ni…

https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/28/18286027/microsoft-nintendo-vtech-security-hack-breach-researcher-gu…

Russia Ordered a Killing That Made No Sense. Then the Assassin Started Talking. 

Russia Ordered a Killing That Made No Sense. Then the Assassin Started Talking.
It turned out the killer of a Ukrainian electrician was working for Russian intelligence agents.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/31/world/europe/russian-assassinations-putin-ukraine.html
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🌶MaddogFiles🌶 

 

Flynn, Rafienkian & Alpeteki EDVA Cage Match... – Mad Dog PAC 

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/flynn

Flynn, Rafienkian & Alpeteki EDVA Cage Match...
  Bijan Rafiekian & Flynn... as previously discussed here, Bijan Rafiekian & Kamil Ekim Alpeteki EDVA case
no: 1:18-cr-00457 held a hearing yesterday afternoon in the matter of Giglio Materia…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/flynn

A brain drain is devastating Ukraine 

Those who are leaving blame a lack of job opportunities, an ongoing war against Russian-backed

separatists and a failure of political will. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/brain-drain-devastating-ukraine-n976936

Brain drain devastates a country that turned its back on Moscow
Those who are leaving blame a lack of job opportunities, an ongoing war against Russian-backed
separatists and a failure of political will.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/brain-drain-devastating-ukraine-n976936

The day North Korea talks collapsed, Trump passed Kim a note demanding he turn over his nukes 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/30/with-a-piece-of-paper-trump-called-on-kim-to-hand-over-nuclear-

weapons.html

The day North Korea talks collapsed, Trump passed Kim a note demanding he turn over his …
Talks in Hanoi last month collapsed after U.S. President Donald Trump passed a piece of paper to North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un calling on the country to hand over their nuclear weapons.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/30/with-a-piece-of-paper-trump-called-on-kim-to-hand-over-nuclear-weapons.…

Jones called reporters “scum” and “traitors” and specifically focused on Maddow, saying he would gladly

execute them for covering the special counsel’s investigation into whether or not the Trump campaign

colluded with Russia to win the 2016 election.😱 

https://www.lgbtqnation.com/2019/03/alex-jones-offers-execute-scum-rachel-maddow-treason-

mueller-reporting/

Alex Jones offers to execute ‘scum’ Rachel Maddow for treason over Mueller reporting
If "they want me to kick the switch to open that trapdoor and drop your neck down and snap that son of a
bitch, I swear to God I’ll pull those levers all day...

https://www.lgbtqnation.com/2019/03/alex-jones-offers-execute-scum-rachel-maddow-treason-mueller-reporti…

Erdogan’s ruling AKP on course to lose control of Ankara 

Early local election results suggest heavy blow to the Turkish president’s authority 
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https://www.ft.com/content/b5b639bc-53e6-11e9-91f9-b6515a54c5b1

Ms. Levinson, a Manafort protege now has her own firm, KRL International, & is among the many

American political consultants with ties to Trump who have become regular fixtures in African political

campaigns 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/31/world/africa/africa-trump-manafort-political-consultants.html

Political Handlers With Trump Ties Take Their Election Playbooks to Africa
American campaign consultants, including one mentored by Paul Manafort, are increasingly being hired by
African candidates to help them win at the polls in still fragile democracies.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/31/world/africa/africa-trump-manafort-political-consultants.html

Russia’s Military Mission Creep Advances to a New Front: Africa 

Russia’s Military Mission Creep Advances to a New Front: Africa 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/31/world/africa/russia-military-africa.html

Russia’s Military Mission Creep Advances to a New Front: Africa
In an influence campaign that is worrying the Pentagon, Russia’s weapons sales, military training programs
and security agreements are growing across Africa.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/31/world/africa/russia-military-africa.html
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AndrewWyeth  
 
Andrew Wyeth, born 1917 and died 2009, in Chadds Ford, 
Pennsylvania. 
 
Portrait of Andrew Wyeth - 1969 
By Jamie Wyeth (son) 
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Today was supah quiet... 

 

Barr is trapped, the disinfo machine isn’t having its desired effect. 🤗 

 

I haven’t heard any chatter, but it sure seems like the world is holding its collective breath, as America

waits for Mueller & other Federal venues to ‘speak.’ #Truth
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